Please be aware of future scholarship announcements and deadlines. This scholarship is Tuned! UNM. This memorial scholarship fund will help alleviate the financial burden and create an inaugural scholarship. INLP is using this scholarship to offset the financial burden of attending Michael and Enokena Olsen Memorial Scholarship culturally, and politically.

Jessica, becomes increasingly involved in Indigenous mat-
sifications, she is grateful that Indigenous people are educating

quickly. It soon becomes centered on her future and what

Her academic journey has been enhanced with the addi-
tion from our visit. The woman shed tears of joy, implying that we basically were her

Furthermore, this was a time when all the cousins and my siblings came together,

roads about an hour to a Navajo elderly lady's home, she was isolated from society

my family and I would sign up to bring gift/food/fruit baskets, I would always be up

Annually my church back in Tohatchi The Family of God Worship Center hosts a

INLP Holiday Memories

Wishing all Happy Holidays!